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Polk audio tsi300 vs tsi400

Hi... I'm getting ready to buy new speakers. I'm evaluating the TSI 400 tower and the 300 tower. Tower 300 sounds brighter to me... and 400 a little muddy. Do I have hallucinations? My son thinks the 400 are far superior. Is the sound brighter 300 better for home theater? Any advice on that? My main application is home theater. Not much music. Receiver Onkyo 700. Polk R-15
surrounds. A second question: Is there a big difference in sound quality between the CS-10 center and the CS-20 center? I'm thinking the CS-10 will be awesome and the CS-20 might be a little better, but not $150 better. Thank! Post edited by JCMINNESOTA on October 20090 · Share on TwitterShare on Facebook I'll leave my life story for another post... My question is simple:
should I buy two Polk TSi300 @ $109 it from Best Buy or Polk New Monitor 65T for $139? I really liked the TSi300s (listened to them @ Best Buy), but saw what seems to be a bigger and better speaker for just $40 more. From looking at other posts, TSi400 = Monitor 60s and TSi400 &gt; TSi300, but I'm still very new to this, so I just want to make sure that my assumption is
correct. The $139 deal ends tomorrow, so I'm running out of time. BTW, I haven't bought a receiver, center, under, back, or receiver yet, so I don't have specs on those (so any advice on those would be helpful as well). I've never bought speakers of this magnitude before (so far I have a 60 LCD with Logitech X530 in an 18ishx40ishx8 living room/ large kitchen room), so sorry for
the soozing noob-ness. Thanks No &amp; No. I would take Pioneer speakers instead. Compare Pioneer vs. Polk to Best Buy and see. I listened to some of the speakers in the Andrew Jones series when I saw Polks... and I didn't like the Pioneers, but thank you for the suggestion. Can anyone else help me with my question? I've got about 10 hours. Thanks Although I strongly
agree with other posts that pioneers are choosing much better, this just really shows that you will have to make this decision for yourself. If your ears think the monitor series are worth an extra $40, then go for it. No one else can tell you. I listened to some of the speakers in the Andrew Jones series when I saw Polks... and I didn't like the Pioneers, but thank you for the
suggestion. Can anyone else help me with my question? I've got about 10 hours. Thanks for listening to them in Best Buy is less than a much less than ideal situation. Did you give them a serious listen? We can only make recommendations for something for you to listen to, but your personal preferences are what ultimately matter. You asked if there were better choices and there
are, but if you Sti and they liked it, then that should be enough. I listened to BS22-LRs at Best Buy and I could still say they were a solid speaker. I listened to TSI300, too, and thought they called - they definitely look nicer, but the speakers should be selected based on the sound ideally. Although I strongly agree with other posts that pioneers are choosing much better, this just
really shows that you will have to make that decision for yourself. If your ears think the monitor series are worth an extra $40, then go for it. No one else can tell you. That's an extra $80 because it's on speaker. I think most of us still can't believe that Andrew Jones designed the $80,000 TAD R1 speakers, and then also designed these $260/pr high sounding Pioneer speakers. I
would have designed some speakers in $2,000-$4,000/pr range if I were Andrew Jones. What was he (and Pioneer) thinking? You mean $80,000 ---&gt; $260? Just weird. What would happen if Kevin Voecks (designer $22,000 Revel Salon2) created a new line of Infinity speakers for $260/pr? ... this just really shows that you have to make this decision for yourself. If your ears
think the monitor series are worth an extra $40, then go for it. No one else can tell you. I thought it would be the answer. Unfortunately, i cant listen to these monitors before purchasing them, so I thought the larger speaker from the same brand would be better for my size camera..... but I don't know if the 65T monitor are bigger than tsi300s, nor do I know if they have the same
sound quality (which ive now learned that my ear isn't nearly as trained as the people on this forum) I'll forget tk see if the monitors have a return policy and sick go from there. Ill also go with my CD to buy the best and test Andrew Jones again. Thank you for your help. I watched the same speakers at Best Buy last September before the pioneers received so much praise. I was
considering the Polk Monitor 60 and I heard that the TSI series was similar. When I compared TSIs to Pioneerandrew Jones I found that Polks sounded fuller and louder. I went home and told my wife about what I heard and I asked her to come with me to listen as well. I demoed both speakers for her and she also agreed the Polks sounded better. The next time monitor 60 went
on sale I ordered them. Since that time I have read all the press and user reviews of pioneers and I am sure they are excellent speakers. I just happened to like Polks better. I watched the same speakers at Best Buy last September before the pioneers received so much praise. I was considering the Polk Monitor 60 and I heard that the TSI series was similar. When I compared
TSIs to Pioneers Andrew Jones I that Polks sounded fuller and louder. I went home and told my wife about what I heard and I asked her to come with me to listen as well. I demoed both speakers for her and she also agreed the Polks sounded better. The next time monitor 60 went on sale I ordered them. From that moment on read all the comments of the press and user pioneers
and I'm sure they are excellent speakers. I just happened to like Polks better. Louder and better are not the same thing. When comparing two speakers, you need to compare them at the same level. So if they (or you) passed the speakers and left the receiver at the same volume, they weren't comparing apples to oranges. TSIs are essentially just like their old R line with nicer
cabinets. j_garcia, I did that to test them at the same levels (I had to tell the BB associate to stop changing the volume.....) and after doing more research, I came to the conclusion that TSi were a nicer looking version of monitors... but I think the new monitors have a different cabinet, then the old ones? (looked pretty similar to my wife, who's the one who really cares about the
look) I decided to go with his 65T Monitor. I found out that Newegg is in Industry City, which is about 35 miles from me, so if I don't like them, I can always return them within 30 days. Next stop is a receiver... Unfortunately, I don't have a big budget with this (no more than $200, but would like to stay under $150) and I'm willing to spend $&gt; $100, then get a better receiver at a later
date (most likely within 3 months). I'll also need to wait under, center and back until then, too. My goal is to get all this from the beginning of the college football season (end of August). Any suggestions on where I can get a temporary receiver for now? Again, thanks for everyone's help and patience I was in the same situation as you. I went to Best Buy and tested Phase 2
Pioneers and TSi Audios Polk. Even my wife said that Polks sounded a lot better. With the Pioneers we had to bump the volume a lot more to get more sound out of them, but they made sound. I've been going with Monitor 70 since they were selling. I also ordered 25c and Klipsch RW-12D. Sounds decent for my budget. · Starter Discussion • #1 • May 4, 2014 Does anyone have
experience in comparing these three speaker models? (or Monitor 50 vs 60 vs 70?) I wonder two things, and maybe if someone has experience with all three i can shed light on this issue. First of all, do all of these models have more or less the same sound? I have some listing experience at some TSi500s at a friends place, and I'm just wondering if the TSi400s and 300s sound
the same. I know this issue can be subjective, though, just curious about it. Are there significant differences in these models? It's a more suitable one for X-type media in the Y-type room, or they're all pretty much the same. Would you choose TSi500s over TSi400s or and what would push to get the biggest? · They sound just like the Monitor series. Its not worth the extra money,
in my opinion. TSi500 have a little more bass than the other two, but if on running a subwoofer there is no real benefit for the TSi500 over the other. · I agree with Rob... TSIs are usually more money and don't sound different from monitors. With that said, I don't really like the TSI300/Monitor 50. I think it sounds very bright, if that 60 sounds better and the 70definitely definitely had
more bass. From what I've seen on the Polk board, some people press the trigger on 60 during these big sales that go on from time to time. I'm usually quite happy, but eventually upgrade to 70 or rri line... Ymmv. · Just like others have said the TSi line is an overpriced speaker that is on the monitor line family. 300 are a little bright and the lack of bass 400 are the best balanced of
the 3, if you are going a 50/50, music/500 movies are great for stereo, even if ad a sub. So the natural choice would be as wise price wallpaper line ( 50,60,70 ) or T series ( 55,65,75 ). There's also the TSX line that comes between the Monitor/Tsi line and the RTi line, they have several color options like cabinet finishes and they sound a little different from the monitor/TSi lines, but
a move forward would be the RTi line. As for the Monitor/TSi line because they are the same speaker just a different design on the EMI 60 cabinet are the best option on a HT set because a sub will enter the equation. .
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